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Introdu tion

Information retrieval (IR) has been developed to provide pra ti al solutions to people's need
to nd the desired information in large olle tions of data. The IR task an be seen as the
\digital twin" of the task of a person looking in a library for material relevant to a ertain
subje t. In both ases, the sear her has an information need that has to be translated to
library indi es or query terms. Then it is submitted to some system | library atalogue or
omputerized retrieval system | and the system in turn suggests (retrieves) relevant material.
The sear her will usually nd that some of the suggested do uments are not a tually relevant,
and will also suspe t that some relevant do uments might have been missed. For stati
olle tions, the e e tiveness of su h a sear h an be quanti ed using two metri s, pre ision
and re all. Pre ision is de ned as the ratio of the number of relevant retrieved do uments
to the total number of retrieved do uments. Re all is the ratio of the number of relevant
retrieved do uments to the total number of relevant do uments in the do ument olle tion.
For an extended introdu tion to the IR problem, its history, widely a epted te hniques, and
retrieval evaluation metri s, the reader should refer to the lassi al books [1℄ and [2℄; for a
olle tion of lassi al arti les in IR, to [3℄ (all in Readings for Further Study).
The tremendous in rease over the last de ade in information in digital form has led to a
new hallenge in IR. A World Wide Web sear h today involves large amounts of information,
and going through hundreds of irrelevant hits, whi h is usually the ase, is very tedious.
Although IR has been in existen e for more than three de ades (and as a part of library s ien e
for mu h more), modern te hnology for its part is still based on a simple assumption that
often leads to unsatisfa tory results. Restri ting the problem to textual data, the assumption,
impli it or expli it, upon whi h most ommer ial IR systems are based, is that

De nition 1 (naive keyword retrieval hypothesis) If a query and a do ument have a
(key)word in ommon, then the do ument is to some extent about the query.
Of ourse, if they have more keywords in ommon, then the do ument is more about the query.
Moreover, the keywords are usually augmented with weights indi ating their importan e as
information dis riminators. In that respe t, the IR problem is represented by mat hing the
\bag" of keywords in the user's query with the bag of keywords representing the do uments.
The output of su h a mat hing is usually a ranked list of do uments with the most relevant
rst and the least relevant last.
This relatively simple representation is the omputer-age equivalent of library atalogues,
and arries the same inadequa ies. The most obvious inadequa ies originate from linguisti
variation, making the keyword retrieval hypothesis insuÆ ient be ause
1. It does not deal with morphologi al variation whi h produ es keywords in di erent numbers, for instan e wolf and wolves, or di erent ases, su h as man and man's. (Dealing
with ases is trivial for English, but it is ru ial for other more in e ted languages like
German or Greek).
2. It does not handle ases in whi h di erent words are used to represent the same meaning.
For this phenomenon we use the term lexi al variation. The result is that a query with
the keyword lm does not retrieve do uments that ontain its synonym, movie.
3. It does not distinguish ases in whi h single words have multiple meanings due to
semanti al variation. A singer looking for bands will be fa ed with radio frequen y
3

bands as well.
4. It does not deal suÆ iently with synta ti al variation. A do ument that ontains the
phrase near to the river, air pollution is a major problem is not about river pollution,
although both keywords o ur in the do ument, and ertainly s ien e library is not the
same as library s ien e.
Linguisti variation degrades the e e tiveness of IR systems in terms of pre ision and re all.
On the one hand, morphologi al and lexi al variation hurts re all. On the other hand, semanti al and synta ti al variation hurts pre ision. However, trying to improve re all usually
de reases pre ision and vi e versa.
Linguisti variation in the IR ontext may be interpreted as meaning that language is not
merely a bag of words. Language is a mean to ommuni ate about on epts, entities, and
relations, whi h may be expressed in many forms. Word order may matter (as in s ien e
library vs. library s ien e) or may not (general dire tor vs. dire tor general). Moreover, words
ombine to form phrases and other larger units with a meaning that may not be dire tly
inheritable from the individual words. For example, a hot dog, either hot or not, has nothing to
do with dogs. Given su h onsiderations, it has been onje tured that a better representation
should also in lude groups of words (phrases) and some form of regularization of words, word
order, and meaning. Indeed, many resear hers have developed su h te hniques.
This arti le dis usses a retrieval s hema that attempts to over ome the problems originating from the keyword retrieval hypothesis and linguisti variation. It is partly based on [1℄,
and is organized as follows. In the next se tion we will review some of the most important
attempts made to deal with linguisti variation. In the rest of this arti le we will dis uss
the key aspe ts of a linguisti ally motivated retrieval system. Starting in se tion 3 from a
phrase retrieval hypothesis | a naive extension of the keyword retrieval hypothesis | we will
address a suitable for IR representation of phrases in se tion 4. In se tion 5, possible regularizations of natural language will be outlined. The weighting of phrasal indexing terms and
their mat hing will be dis ussed in se tion 6. An example ar hite ture of su h a linguisti ally
motivated retrieval system will be depi ted in se tion 7. We will draw some on lusions in
the nal se tion.

2

Dealing with Linguisti Variation

The problems of linguisti variation have been noted by many resear hers, who have answered
with various te hniques. Many of these te hniques employ natural language pro essing (NLP)
and su h language resour es as online di tionaries and thesauri. The results until now have
been in onsistent, making it diÆ ult to rea h a on lusion about their e e tiveness. We will
review some approa hes and their out omes for ea h of the morphologi al, lexi al, semanti al,
and synta ti al variation.
2.1

Morphologi al Variation

Morphology is the area of linguisti s on erned with the internal stru ture of words. It is
usually broken down to two types, in e tional and derivational. In e tional morphology des ribes the predi table hanges a word undergoes as a result of syntax, and has no e e t on
the word's part of spee h (e.g., a noun remains a noun) and little e e t on its meaning. The
4

most ommon hanges are the plural and possessive forms of nouns (e.g., omputer, omputers, omputer's), omparative and superlative form of adje tives (e.g., good, better, best),
and the past tense, past parti iple, and progressive form of verbs (e.g., ompute, omputed,
omputing). On the ontrary, derivational morphology may or may not a e t part of spee h
or meaning (e.g., omputerize, omputerization).
Two ways have generally been followed to deal with morphology in IR trying to in rease
re all. These are query expansion and stemming. In query expansion, morphologi al variants
of keywords are added to the query. Stemming simply strips a word's suÆx to redu e it
to its stem, assuming that keywords with a ommon stem usually have similar meanings.
Query expansion and stemming an been regarded as equivalent and the hoi e depends on
the nature of the parti ular appli ation. We will on entrate on stemming as the hoi e that
is made the most.
Stemming an be done in a linguisti fashion, taking into a ount the fun tion and the
part of spee h of a word, or in a nonlinguisti fashion, disregarding a word's ontext.
Lovins and Porter developed nonlinguisti algorithms for suÆx stripping based on a list
of frequent suÆxes to redu e words to their stems [2, 3℄. It is a ommon belief that stemmers improve re all without losing too mu h pre ision, however, a omparison of the Lovins
stemmer, the S stemmer, and the Porter stemmer with a baseline of no stemming at all,
on luded after detailed evaluation that none of the three stemming algorithms onsistently
improves retrieval for English do uments [4℄. It was argued that the evaluation measures
were not appropriate, and new measures were proposed for evaluating the performan e of
di erent stemming algorithms [5℄. After experimentation, it was on luded that stemming
is almost always bene ial for English, ex ept for long queries at low re all levels. A more
reliable version of Porter's stemmer was developed, whi h uses a di tionary to validate the
result after every suÆx-stripping step. This revised Porter stemmer resulted in improvements
in retrieval performan e for English do uments, espe ially short ones [6℄.
Resear h with other morphologi ally more omplex languages su h as Slovene showed
an improvement in e e tiveness using a Porter-like stemmer modi ed for Slovene [7℄. In
the same study, when the Slovene orpus was translated to English and the experiment was
repeated, there was no improvement in retrieval. For Dut h texts, it was found that linguisti
in e tional stemming improves re all without signi ant loss in pre ision, while derivational
stemming, although sometimes useful, in general redu es pre ision too mu h [8℄.
2.2

Lexi al Variation

Lexi al variation has generally been treated in two ways. On the one hand, by (lexi al)
query expansion with semanti ally related terms (e.g., synonyms), and on the other hand,
the mat hing of query and do ument keywords via on eptual distan e measures. For these
purposes, thesauri have been exploited to supply related query terms, and semanti al networks
su h as this of WordNet [9℄ to de ne semanti al distan e measures between words.
The hoi e of semanti ally related terms for a word depends on the ontext in whi h
the word is used; thus, the ontext spe i es the word's sense. When a word an be used
in di erent senses, the problem of word sense ambiguity arises. Most of the te hniques that
deal with lexi al variation require prior word sense disambiguation, and that makes these
te hniques strongly dependent on semanti al variation (des ribed in the next se tion).
Query expansion with WordNet has shown a potential in enhan ing re all sin e it permits the mat hing of relevant do uments that do not ontain any of the query terms [10℄.
5

Expansion of queries using synonymy and other semanti relations supported by WordNet
showed that short and in omplete queries an be signi antly improved, yielding better retrieval e e tiveness [11℄. However, this query expansion te hnique made little di eren e in
the e e tiveness, for relatively omplete des riptions of the information sought. For Dut h
texts, synonym expansion was reported as potentially useful [12℄.
Experiments on a small olle tion of image aptions (i.e., very short do uments) using
measures of semanti al similarity distan e between words based on WordNet showed improvements in retrieval [13℄. However, their earlier experiments with word-to-word semanti al
similarity measures resulted in a drop in e e tiveness, due to the e e ts of erroneous word
sense disambiguation [14℄.
Another approa h, based on indexing in terms of WordNet's synonym sets (synsets)
instead of wordforms, yielded su essful results when queries were fully disambiguated [15℄.
If queries are not disambiguated, indexing by synsets at best performs only as well as standard
word indexing.
2.3

Semanti al Variation

Semanti al variation has strong impa ts on lexi al query expansion, on mat hing based on
word-to-word semanti al distan e similarity measures, and on on eptual indexing. The su ess of these te hniques requires prior disambiguation of word senses, as many resear hers
have noted [11, 12, 13, 15℄. Most of the resear h has on entrated on how large the impa t
of semanti al variation and its ina urate resolution is on IR e e tiveness.
It is estimated that if word sense disambiguation is performed with less than 90% a ura y the retrieval results are worse than not disambiguating at all [16℄. Poor retrieval results
were blamed on this reason in previous resear h [14℄. Conversely, in the same experiments
[16℄ word sense ambiguity was shown to produ e only minor e e ts on retrieval a ura y,
apparently suggesting that query-do ument mat hing strategies already perform an impli it
disambiguation. In this experimental setup, ambiguity was introdu ed arti ially by substituting randomly sele ted word pairs su h as bank and spring with ambiguous terms like
bank/spring. This setup has two disadvantages, rst, real ambiguity might not behave like
the arti ially introdu ed one, and se ond, the disambiguation of an arti ially ambiguous
term is only partial; when bank/spring is disambiguated as bank, bank is still ambiguous as it
an be used in more than one sense in a text olle tion [15℄.
2.4

Synta ti al Variation

The te hniques developed to deal with synta ti al variation may be grouped in two ategories:
the addition of phrases to queries, and the use of synta ti al stru tures for indexing. These
te hniques intend to in rease retrieval pre ision.
A phrase is a group of words, and histori ally what has been referred to as a phrase in
the IR ontext varies signi antly among resear hers. The hypothesis for using phrases has
been that they denote more meaningful entities or on epts than single words; thus they may
onstitute a better representation. Indeed, the use of phrases has be ome ommon in IR;
many systems parti ipating in the text retrieval onferen es (TRECs) now use one or another
form of phrase extra tion [17℄.
Traditionally, two types of phrases have been used, statisti al and synta ti . Statistial phrases are any series of words that frequently o ur ontiguously in a text olle tion.
6

Synta ti phrases are any set of words that satisfy ertain synta ti relations or onstitute
spe i ed synta ti stru tures. Statisti al phrases are extra ted using word frequen y and oo urren e information, while synta ti phrases usually require sophisti ated NLP te hniques.
Whi h of the two types is more useful for IR remains un lear; synta ti phrases seem to o er
an advantage that is statisti ally rather insigni ant [18, 19, 20℄.
The addition of synta ti phrases to queries yielded a substantial improvement in pre ision,
espe ially near the top of the ranking [21℄. This bene t, however, was tied to the length of the
query: the longer the query, the larger the improvement. Signi ant improvements in retrieval
performan e were found when synta ti phrases supplemented single words [22℄. However,
the impa t of adding phrases varied a ording to the query topi . Adding phrases helped
some topi s, while it hurt some others. Small statisti ally insigni ant improvements were
also found for Dut h texts [20℄. Other resear h on luded that phrases do not have a major
e e t in pre ision at high ranks, but are more useful at lower ranks [19℄.
Lexi al atoms, su h as hot dog, were used to repla e their single words in indexing [22℄.
The experiments with repla ing high-frequen y adja ent word-pairs | only adje tive{noun
and noun{noun ombinations | with the orresponding phrase for indexing showed an improvement in the average pre ision. Nevertheless, the in onsistent in uen e of phrases on
re all and initial pre ision suggested a need for a better ontrol over the sele tion of phrases
that are used for repla ing single words.
Indexing stru tures derived from syntax were tried in [23℄. The mat hing between queries
and do uments was based on tree stru tures onstru ted from lauses. Synta ti ambiguity
was also en oded in these tree stru tures and taken into a ount by weighting various synta ti
interpretations at the time of retrieval. The experimental results were disappointing in both
pre ision and re all. The group gave as possible reasons for the poor results the poor quality
of the language analyzer, the di erent type of language in do uments and queries, and the
retrieval strategy applied.
2.5

Beyond the Bag-of-words Paradigm

Various attempts have been made to break out of the bag-of-words paradigm. Experiments
have shown onsiderable variation in retrieval e e tiveness, making it diÆ ult to establish
whi h te hniques a tually work and whi h do not. Summarizing
 The e e tiveness of stemming is dependent on the morphologi al omplexity of a lan-

guage. Restri ting the problem to English, there is a lot of variation in the results of
stemming experiments, and a number of fa tors seem to be of importan e, e.g., linguisti vs. nonlinguisti stemming, stemming algorithm, query and do ument length, and
even evaluation measures.

 Lexi al and semanti al variation are strongly onne ted. It seems that dealing with

lexi al variation is more bene ial for in omplete and relatively short queries. It is still
an unanswered question if on eptual distan e mat hing s ales up to longer do uments
and queries. Moreover, most of the relevant resear h has shown that the su essful
appli ation of these te hniques is very sensitive to word-sense ambiguity. However,
word sense disambiguation te hniques are still not well established.

 It is still not lear how synta ti al information an be used to improve retrieval e e -

tiveness onsistently. Questions still remain about whi h phrases are useful, in whi h
7

ases, and how these should be extra ted. Furthermore, NLP is still nowhere near to
be oming pra ti al in dealing with large amounts of textual data of unrestri ted domain.
Due to its la k of robustness and eÆ ien y, ompromises have to be made. NLP te hniques have mostly been used to add indexing terms in a bag-of-words representation,
and therefore trying to sharpen a keyword-based sear h. In that way, the inadequa ies
of NLP have been softened; in the worst ase a system will fall ba k to the original
bag-of-words representation.
Although a lot of e ort has been put into linguisti ally motivated retrieval s hemes,
whether or not this is worth the trouble remains un lear. The eviden e suggests the need
for further investigation and better modeling. In the rest of this study, we will des ribe a
retrieval s heme that demonstrates the appli ation of linguisti ally motivated te hniques.

3

The Phrase Retrieval Hypothesis

The goal of the indexing task is to assign hara terizations (terms) to do uments that are
deemed to best represent their ontent. Every term used to hara terize do uments of the
same olle tion an be seen as adding a new dimensionality to the hara terization. Terms
should be assigned to do uments in su h a way that do uments on the same topi are positioned lose together in the N-dimensional term spa e, while those on di erent topi s are
pla ed suÆ iently apart. Terms an be anything from, for example, tri-grams and words to
linguisti -entities and on epts. In the two extreme ases, do uments an be hara terized by
themselves (e.g., their do ument numbers), or all do uments by exa tly the same hara terization. The former hara terization positions do uments as far apart as possible, resulting
in no way of retrieving do uments on the same topi . It is thus unusable in the IR ontext.
The latter provides no way of dis riminating between di erent topi s, therefore a suitable
hara terization must be usable and dis riminating.
In a keyword-based representation, every do ument is hara terized by a set of keywords
with weights representing the importan e of ea h keyword in hara terizing the do ument.
Keywords are usually derived dire tly from the do ument's text. Keyword-based representations are modestly usable and dis riminating. Single words are rarely spe i enough for
a urate representation (e.g., the word system does not say mu h, whereas a sound system
lari es the meaning somewhat more). Moreover, a word with a high frequen y of o urren e
in a do ument olle tion is not a good dis riminator. On the other hand, a phrase, even
made up of high-frequen y words, may o ur in only a few do uments, thus be oming a good
dis riminator. These observations suggest that a better hara terization will make use of
phrases; onsequently, a naive phrase retrieval hypothesis an be formalized as follows:

De nition 2 (naive Phrase Retrieval Hypothesis) If a query and a do ument have a
phrase in ommon, then the do ument is to some extent about the query.
The phrase retrieval hypothesis does not solve the problems originating from the keyword
retrieval hypothesis and linguisti variation. On the ontrary, it reates more questions, su h
as what a phrase is and how it should be used for indexing or be weighted and mat hed. We
use this de nition merely as a starting point, upon whi h we will build our framework.
Phrases an be obtained using statisti al or synta ti methods. Synta ti phrases appear to be reasonable indi ators of ontent, arguably better than proximity-based statisti al
8

phrases, sin e they a ount for word-order hanges or other stru tural onstru tions (e.g., s ien e library vs. library s ien e vs. library of s ien e). Experiments have shown, however, that

synta ti methods are not signi antly more e e tive than statisti al methods [18, 19, 20℄.
This failure of NLP to outperform statisti s an be attributed to the poor quality and robustness of the existing NLP te hniques. Nevertheless, we will adopt a synta ti approa h
for the time being, assuming that a urate synta ti analysis and disambiguation te hniques
will be ome available. We will return to the e e tiveness issues of NLP in se tion 7.
Eviden e suggests that noun phrases should be onsidered as a semanti al unit. The most
important reasons are
 noun phrases play a entral role in the synta ti des ription of

fun tioning as subje t and obje t, and in preposition phrases.

all natural languages,

 In arti

ial intelligen e, noun phrases are onsidered as referen es to (or des riptions
of) ompli ated on epts [24℄. By others, as pi ture produ ers.

Noun phrases might be good approximations of on epts, but other phrases also orresponding
to on epts are missed. This observation points to the ne essity to onsider other phrases as
well (e.g., verb phrases). The verb phrase des ribes a situation or pro ess by relating a main
verb to a number of noun phrases and other phrases. The linguisti ally meaningful phrases
that may be onsidered as retrieval terms are therefore at least the noun phrase in luding
its modi ers, and the verb phrase in luding its subje t, obje t, and other omplements. An
abstra t representation of these phrases suitable for indexing is needed, and will be de ned
in se tion 4.
Phrases an be used in their literal form as terms, although the performan e is then
expe ted to be inferior to that of keywords. It is well known that as the size of a orpus
grows, the number of keywords grows with the square root of the size of the orpus. One
ould expe t that the same holds for phrases, but the number of su h enri hed terms grows
even faster, as does the likelihood of there being di erent phrases orresponding to the same
on ept. On the one hand, we would like to use phrases to a hieve pre ision, but on the other
hand, re all will be too low be ause the probability of a phrase reo urring literally is too
low. To deal with this sparsity of phrasal terms, we shall introdu e a number of linguisti
normalizations (se tion 5). Linguisti normalization tries to redu e alternative formulations
of meaning to a normalized form. For example, river pollution and pollution of rivers are
both normalized to the same indexing term pollution+river.

4

Representation of Phrases

A synta ti phrase an be represented in various ways. At the bottom end of the representation spe trum, a phrase an be represented simply by the unordered set of its words,
disregarding all stru ture. At the other end, all linguisti stru ture an be taken into a ount, resulting in ompli ated parse-tree representations. The hoi e is a trade-o between
synta ti information and the ease of phrase extra tion.
For example, a simple noun phrase pi ker ould easily be onstru ted by looking for
sequen es of arti les, adje tives, and nouns within a text. A noun phrase extra ted like that
would ontain little information about how its adje tives and nouns are related to ea h other,
ex ept that adja ent words are most probably more related than nonadja ent ones. In an
9

unordered set-of-words representation, and assuming there is no spe ial treatment of proper
names, the noun phrase

the hillary linton health are bill proposal
would ontain bill linton, but it is obvious that this phrase does not refer to him. However,
experimentally su h a o-o urren e of query keywords within a noun phrase has resulted in
lear improvements in pre ision [25℄. A sequen e-of-words representation does not ontain
bill linton (rightly), but does not ontain linton proposal either (wrongly). A full linguisti
parsing would result in a mu h more pre ise representation. The parse-tree would ontain
too mu h linguisti detail, however, most of whi h is unne essary for indexing, as su h details
re e t mostly the synta ti des ription of the natural language used rather than the intended
meaning. Sin e the goal is to derive adequately pre ise (for retrieval purposes) meaning from
syntax, we will settle for less than full linguisti parsing. Linguisti ally motivated light parsing
has already been shown to slightly improve retrieval results over the lassi IR approximation
to noun phrase re ognition [26℄.
As a result, an intermediate representation of noun and verb phrases is desirable, eliminating stru tures that an be assumed not to be bene ial to IR:

De nition 3 (noun phrase for IR) A ore noun phrase NP, from an IR point of view,
has the general form:
NP = det pre head post
where


det (determiner) = arti le, quantor, number, et .



pre (premodi er) = adje tive, noun, or oordinated phrase.



head = usually a noun.



post (postmodi er) = prepositional phrase, relative lause, et .



the asterisk () denotes a list of zero or more elements.

Pre- and postmodi ers may re ursively in lude other NPs.

De nition 4 (verb phrase for IR) A verb phrase VP, from an IR point of view, has the
general form:
VP = subj kernel omp
where


subj (subje t) = an NP (in the wide sense, in luding personal names and personal
pronouns).



kernel (verbal lause) = in e ted form of some verb, possibly omposed with other auxiliary verbforms and adverbs.



omp ( omplements, su h as obje t, indire t obje t, or preposition omplement) = an
NP or prepositional phrase (PP).
10



the asterisk () denotes a list of zero or more elements, depending on the transitivity of
the verb (e.g., intransitive verbs have no omplements, transitive verbs have an obje t,
ditransitive have an obje t and indire t obje t).

In a ordan e with the above de nitions, it is possible to perform a parsing arguably lighter
than full linguisti parsing, while a reasonable amount of stru tural information will still be
retained. An example parsetree is given in gure 1. This is rather ompa t in omparison with
a full linguisti parsetree, whi h would easily have overrun this page for the same senten e.
Of ourse it is important that the parser is able to dedu e the orre t (or at least the most
VP
subj
NP
det

head

kernel
auxiliaries
and adverbs

verb
det

pre

comp

comp

NP

PP
post

head

prep NP

PP
prep

NP
pre

The students

head

head

will probably be attending a special lecture on software engineering on Monday

Figure 1: light parsing for IR purposes.
probable) dependen y stru ture in ompli ated phrases. As we will see next, some elements
that are onsidered of little interest from an IR point of view (e.g., determiners, prepositions,
auxiliaries, and adverbs), may be eliminated.

5

Linguisti Normalization

The goal of normalization is to map di erent but semanti ally equivalent phrases onto one
anoni al representative phrase, the phrase frame (Figure 2). We distinguish between three
types of normalization: the morphologi al, synta ti al, and lexi osemanti al normalization.
5.1

Morphologi al Normalization

Morphologi al normalization has traditionally been performed by means of stemming. Nonlinguisti stemming, espe ially when it operates in the absen e of any lexi on at all, is rather
aggressive and may result in improper on ations. For instan e, a Porter-like stemmer without a lexi on will redu e university to universe and organization to organ. Errors su h as
these are translated into a loss in retrieval pre ision. This impa t is greater for more in e ted
languages than English be ause of the in reased number of introdu ed ambiguities. Su h
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phrase frame 1

all phrases

phrase frame 2
phrase frame 3

Normalization

Figure 2: linguisti normalization
improper on ations an be avoided by simply he king for the existen e of the wordform in
a lexi on after ea h redu tion step. Nevertheless, the verb forms atta hed and suited will still
be redu ed wrongly to the nouns atta he and suite, respe tively.
Taking into a ount the linguisti ontext, a more onservative approa h will prevent
many of these errors. Con ations an be restri ted to retain the part of spee h of a word. In
this respe t, morphologi al normalization may be performed by means of lemmatization.
1. Verb forms are redu ed to the in nitive.
2. In e ted forms of nouns are redu ed to the nominative singular.
3. Comparatives and superlatives of gradable adje tives are redu ed to the absolute form.
For this task, the grammati al rules for forming, for example, past parti iples or noun plurals,
should be applied in a reverse way. Furthermore, the utilization of ex eption lists in order to
handle irregularities su h as wolf{wolves, bad{worse{worst, and see-saw-seen is indispensable.
Lemmatization is relatively simple and handles mostly in e tional morphology. It is similar to the lexi on-based word normalization, as referred to in [27℄. It must be noted that there
are ases in whi h lemmatization redu es noun and verb forms to the same lemma. Consider,
for instan e, the verb form atta ked and the plural noun atta ks; both will be lemmatized as
atta k. Although su h on ations seem bene ial, there are indi ations from a text ltering
experiment that the onfusion between nouns and verbs when these are lemmatized, de reases
the e e tiveness [28℄.
Derivational morphology involves semanti s and ross part-of-spee h word relations, and
hen e should be approa hed arefully. Certain derivational transformations may be suggested
by syntax. For instan e, verbs may be turned into nouns (nominalization) or the other way
around, as will be shown in the next se tion. The remaining derivational morphology should
be treated where possible by lexi o-semanti al normalization.
5.2

Synta ti al Normalization

A ording to the linguisti prin iple of headedness, any phrase has a single head. This head
is usually a noun (the last noun before the postmodi ers) in NPs, and the main verb in the
ase of VPs. The rest of the phrase onsists of modi ers. Consequently, every phrase an be
mapped onto a phrase frame
PF = [h; m℄
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The head h gives the entral on ept of the phrase and the list m of modi ers serves to make
it more pre ise. Conversely, the head may be used as an abstra tion of the phrase, losing
pre ision but gaining re all. It should be noted that although the head{modi er relation
implies semanti dependen e, what we have here is purely a synta ti relation. The intention
is to produ e meaningful indexing terms without deep semanti analysis, therefore the pre ise
semanti interpretation of any head{modi er relation is forborne, treating it simply as an
ordered relation.
Heads and modi ers in the form of phrases are re ursively de ned as phrase frames:
[[h1 ; m1 ℄; [h2 ; m2 ℄℄. The modi er part may be empty in ase of a bare head. This ase is
denoted equivalently by [h; ℄ or [h℄. The head may serve as an index for a list of phrases with
o urren e frequen ies
[ engineering 1026 ,
of software 7 ;
reverse 102 ;
software 842 ;
... ℄

where the frequen y of a bare head in ludes that of its modi ed o urren es. Alternative
modi ations of the head are separated by semi olons.
Phrases frames are produ ed by normalizing the phrase representations of de nitions 3
and 4. In noun phrases, determiners are of little interest for IR, thus they may be eliminated.
The normalization of noun phrase is de ned as

De nition 5 (noun phrase normalization)
NP = det pre head post 7! [head; pre post ℄
The elements of the list pre post are onsidered to modify the head independently from ea h
other, and they are separated by semi olons, hen e any PF ontaining a list, e.g., [h; m℄ =
[h; m1 ; m2 ℄, may be expanded as [h; m1 ℄; [h; m2 ℄. The noun phrase normalization an be
applied re ursively on heads and modi ers that in lude other NPs. For example

a spe ial le ture on software engineering 7!

7! [le ture, spe ial; on software engineering℄ 7!
7! [le ture, spe ial; on [engineering,software℄℄

Prepositions (e.g., on in the last example) may optionally be kept for further semanti analysis,
although their use is usually dropped for simpli ity. It must be noted, however, that the
spa eman on the ship enjoys a di erent view than the spa eman outside the ship and the
spa eman without ship is probably not even in spa e. The impa t of prepositions on retrieval
performan e is not well established, but their areful treatment may be bene ial. Their use
and meaning an always be postponed until the mat hing of PFs. Prepositions, onju tions
and other su h lexi al items were onsidered as onne tors in the hara terization language
of index expressions [29℄.
The noun phrase presents only a few opportunities for synta ti al normalization. For the
verb phrase, more normalizations an be found that preserve its meaning (or rather do not
lose information obviously relevant for retrieval purposes). To begin with the kernel, the
elimination of time, modality, and voi e seems resonable. The obviously meaningful head{
modi er ombinations are [subj; verb℄ and [verb; omp℄.
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De nition 6 (verb phrase normalization I)
VP = subj kernel omp 7! [subj; verb(kernel)℄; [verb(kernel); omp ℄
where the fun tion verb(kernel) returns the main verb of the kernel.
For example

the students will probably attend a spe ial le ture on Monday 7!

7! [the students, attend℄ ; [attend, a spe ial le ture; on Monday℄

In de nition 6 the adverbs of the kernel are eliminated. Small experiments have suggested
that adverbs have a little indexing value [28℄. They might be more useful, however, if they
ombine with the verbs (or adje tives in the ase of noun phrase) they modify; for example,
[attend, probably℄. The indexing value of su h verb{adverb and adje tive{adverb pairs
has to be evaluated empiri ally.
The possibility exists to map verbs to nouns (nominalization) or vi e versa (verbalization).
Su h normalization allows the mat hing of PFs derived from di erent sour es (verb phrases
or noun phrases). For example, (to) implement an be nominalized to implementation. Sin e
the opposite transformation is also possible for nominalized verb forms, the hoi e has to
be made on the basis of experimentation. We will presently hoose to turn everything into
\pi tures" (noun phrases) by applying the former alternative. This results in a more drasti
(and ompa t) normalization:

De nition 7 (Verb Phrase Normalization II)
VP = subj kernel omp 7! [nom(verb(kernel)); subj omp ℄
where the fun tion nom(verb(kernel)) nominalizes the main verb of the kernel.
For example

the students will probably attend a spe ial le ture on Monday 7!

7! [attendan e, the students; a spe ial le ture; on Monday℄

Similarily, adverbs may be mapped onto adje tives to modify the nominalized verbs; for example, [attendan e, probable℄. Cross part-of-spee h transformations su h as those ontrolled
by syntax an deal to some extent with derivational morphology, ompensating for the onservative nature of lemmatization des ribed in the previous se tion. The further appli ation
of the noun phrase normalization to the last phrase frame eventually results in
[attendan e, student; [le ture, spe ial℄; on [Monday℄℄

All these normalizations are rather language-dependent, and the nal de ision of what
has to be in luded in the phrase frames should be left to the linguists and system designers;
we have merely suggested some obvious ones.
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5.3

Lexi osemanti al Normalization

This kind of normalization depends on the observation that ertain relations an be found
between the meaning of individual words. The most well known of those lexi osemanti al
relations are


synonymy and antonymy



hyponymy and hypernymy (the is-a relation)



meronymy and holonymy (the part-of relation)

Two important aspe ts that should be taken into a ount for this kind of normalization are
polysemy and ollo ations.
A word is polysemous if its meaning depends on the ontext. For example, by itself
the noun note an be meant as a being a short letter, or as a musi al note; onsequently
its ontext has to larify its meaning. The intended meaning determines the words that
are lexi osemanti ally related to the initial word. Using the synonymy relation for the rst
meaning we an obtain brief, while tune is obtained in the se ond ase. This suggests that
the on eptual ontext of a word should be taken into a ount.
Collo ations are two or more words that often o-o ur adja ent to one another (e.g.,
health are) having a ertain meaning. When using WordNet in expanding a query with
hypernyms, the notion health are obtains so ial insuran e, whi h annot be obtained in any
ase by expanding the two separate words. This observation suggests that ollo ations should
be onsidered as single units.
Assuming that the word sense ambiguity originating from polysemy is resolved, three
possibilities an been seen for lexi osemanti al normalization.
1. Semanti al lustering in analogy with stemming. For instan e, several synonyms in
a ontext are redu ed to one word luster. The word luster may be represented by the
most frequent of the synonyms.
2. Semanti al expansion, expanding a term with all its -nyms. The derived terms may
be weighted a ording to their relation with the initial term.
3. In orporation of a semanti al similarity fun tion into the retrieval fun tion
(fuzzy mat hing). Based on a semanti al taxonomy, an ontology, or a semanti al
network we an de ne a semanti al similarity fun tion for words.
Semanti al lustering is rather aggressive and su ers from the same drawba ks as stemming.
For example, two \synonyms" are always overlapping in meaning and they do not a tually
mean the same thing. The onvention to all them synonyms depends on the degree of
overlap. One of the questions is how extented these lusters should be; that is, what maximum
semanti al distan e is allowed for two words in order for them to belong to the same luster.
Again, usability and dis rimination ome to play an important role here. Clusters that
are too large will be assigned as indexing terms to too many do uments and therefore are
not dis riminating. Clusters that are too small (e.g., one or two words) will not have a
great impa t in performan e ompared to onventional indexing; thus they are not usable.
Experimentation should provide a usably dis riminating luster size. Semanti al expansion
an partly over ome the luster size problem by supplying many related terms weighted
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inversely proportional to their semanti al distan e from the original term. Expansion an
easily result in an explosion of indexing or query terms, however. The possibility of fuzzy
mat hing seems elegant and ex iting, although it is far more omputationally expensive than
the others.
Working out fuzzy mat hing a bit more, using only the relations SYNonymy, HYPONnymy,
and HYPERnymy between two words x and y, one ould de ne
8 1 x=y
>
>
< 0:9 x 2 SYN(y)
sim(x; y) = 0:7 x 2 HYPON (y)
(1)
>
x 2 HYPER (y )
>
: 00:5 otherwise
n

n

n

n

where a 2 HYPER (b) means that a an be found by walking in the graph of hypernyms of
b a number of n steps; a 2 HYPON (b) is similarly de ned. SYN is a symmetri relation,
meaning that if x 2 SYN(y) then y 2 SYN(x), so it is suÆ ient to he k only if one of the
two holds. It should be noted that sim assumes an order in its arguments, x is a word from
a do ument, and y is from a query. Moreover, hypernyms of query terms are mat hed with
lower weights than hyponyms to re e t the assumption that a user's query salmon should
not retrieve many do uments about sh in general, but sh should retrieve do uments about
salmon.
As an example of fuzzy mat hing, onsider the senten e
n

n

The students will probably attend a onferen e on software engineering.
from whi h, after synta ti al and morphologi al normalization and the elimination of some
(assumed) redundant elements, the following phrase frame may be onstru ted:
[attendan e, student; onferen e; [engineering, software℄℄

Now let us onsider another senten e

The pupils are listening arefully to the tutorial about software engineering.
whi h in a phrase frame representation be omes
[listening, pupil; tutorial; [engineering, software℄℄

Note that listening here represents the nominalized form (the listening) of the verb to listen
rather than its progressive form. Using WordNet's lexi al graph, and assuming that the
latter senten e is part of a natural language des ription of a user's information need (query),
the following relations hold
student = SYN(pupil) ) sim(student; pupil) = 0:9
onferen e = HYPER2 (tutorial) ) sim(tutorial; onferen e) = 0:52

The nouns listening and attendan e may be mat hed through the relation that holds between
their orresponding verbs.
attend = HYPON1 (listen) ) sim(attend; listen) = 0:7

Using these relations, it is now easy to mat h the two senten es. However, this example is
onveniently sele ted as it results in phrase frames with similar stru tures. In general, this is
not the ase, suggesting that su h a lexi osemanti al similarity fun tion should be a part of
a larger stru tural mat hing te hnique.
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6

Weighting and Mat hing

Term weighting is a ru ial part of any IR system. Statisti al weighting s hemes su h as tf.idf,
whi h perform well for single terms, do not seem to extend on multiword terms. Most work
on the use of multiword indexing terms in IR on entrated on representation and mat hing
strategies. Little onsideration was given to phrase weighting and to s oring of do uments
mat hed. An obvious weighting strategy for phrasal terms is to weight a term as a fun tion
of the weights of its omponents. However, su h strategies did not produ e uniform results
[18, 30℄. We suggest a simple weighting s heme suitable for phrase frames that takes into
a ount the modi ation stru ture and its depth.
Phrase frames may ontain nested phrase frames (subframes) at di erent depths. To
simplify the stru tural mat hing of ompli ated phrase frames, the strategy of unnesting an
be followed. The unnesting of a phrase frame produ es all possible subframes down to singleterm frames. This an be understood more easily by visualizing a phrase frame as a tree;
the root node is the main head, and every node is modi ed by its hild nodes. Su h an
abstra t tree is depi ted in gure 3. Unnesting produ es all possible triangles q of all possible
p

k
q

Figure 3: Tree visualization of a phrase frame p with a subframe q at depth k.
sizes and depths. The main head of a frame arries the most semanti information of all the
other elements in the frame. The other elements modify the head, in reasing the amount of
semanti information arried by the frame. The amount of information added to the frame
by an element is inversely proportional to the depth of the element within the frame.
First we introdu e the predi ate sub(p; q; k) as a shorthand for the expression: phrase
frame p has phrase frame q as a subframe at depth k. The depth weight of subframe q
obtained from frame p an be expressed as
X 1
dw(q; p) =
1+k

sub(

k:

p;q;k )

The sum a ounts for more than one o urren e of subframe q within p (rather rare be ause
stylisti onsiderations for natural language do not favor repetitions of the same subphrase
within a NP or VP). Let do ument d have the set C (d) of phrase frames as hara terization,
augmented with all the unnested terms down to single terms. Then the frame frequen y of q
within do ument d an be des ribed as

X

(q; d) =

2C (d)

p
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dw(q; p)

The geometri al length of the do ument frame ve tor in the N-dimensional frame spa e is

sX

( )=

l d

q

(q; d)2

2C (d)

The weight of frame q within do ument d is estimated by
(

) = (q; d)=l(d)

w q; d

The similarity between do ument d and query q then an be estimated by the dot produ t
formula
X
S (d; q ) =
w (r; d)  w (r; q )
r

2C (d)\C (q)

Using the last formula, the do uments of a olle tion an be ranked in a response to a query.

7

A Linguisti ally Motivated Retrieval System Ar hite ture

In this se tion we dis uss how a linguisti ally motivated retrieval system like the one des ribed
in this arti le an be implemented. Until now we assumed that an imma ulate linguisti analysis is available, disregarding te hni al implementation details. However, trying to put su h a
retrieval system into pra ti e, the ineÆ ien ies and ine e tiveness of urrently available NLP
te hniques be ome apparent. A major sour e of ine e tiveness is linguisti ambiguity, some
of whi h an be resolved, while the rest requires sophisti ated semanti analysis. Furthermore, NLP an be so time- onsuming that it be omes impra ti al for real-world appli ations.
La king deep semanti analysis, some design de isions have to be made in order to make a
linguisti ally motivated retrieval system usable in the real world.
Given a olle tion of text do uments, the indexing task assigns to ea h do ument a hara terization in the form of (weighted) phrase frames. Phrase frames are derived from do uments
through a sequen e of pro essing steps.
1. Tokenization.
2. Part-of-spee h tagging.
3. Morphologi al normalization.
4. Collo ation identi ation.
5. Lexi osemanti al normalization.
6. Synta ti analysis.
7. Synta ti al normalization.
8. Weighting.
The tokenization step onstitutes the dete tion of senten e boundaries followed by the division
of senten es into words. This may suÆ iently be implemented based on apitalization rules,
spa ing, tabbing, and do ument layout onsiderations.
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Part-of-spee h tagging assigns a part-of-spee h label to ea h word in a text, depending
on the labels assigned to the words around it. It is possible that more than one label an
be assigned to a word, suggesting some kind of lexi al ambiguity in the input. A simple way
to over ome this ambiguity is to retain only the most probable label for an ambiguous word,
based on the o urren e frequen ies of the word under all its possible parts of spee h. Another
solution would be to postpone lexi al ambiguity resolution until synta ti analysis. Synta ti
rules are able to resolve some lexi al ambiguity, but not all. Taking ollo ations as single units
may also resolve some lexi al ambiguity. For example, while so ial an be either adje tive
or noun, so ial se urity taken as a single unit is a noun ollo ation be ause it fun tions as a
noun. After part-of-spee h tagging, morphologi al normalization is performed, guided by the
assigned labels.
Stati ollo ation lists or word o-o urren e statisti s an be used to identify ollo ations.
Identi ed ollo ations are treated as single units in subsequent pro essing steps. Lexi osemanti al normalization is the following step, assuming that it is implemented by semanti al
lustering or expansion. If it is implemented as a semanti al similarity fun tion, then it is
performed during the mat hing of do uments to queries rather than during indexing.
Synta ti analysis or parsing reveals synta ti relations between words, ollo ations, and
phrases in a senten e. Synta ti relations are identi ed based on synta ti rules (grammar).
Given the part-of-spee h information for a text, synta ti rules an be formulated for sequen es of part-of-spee h labels; for example, the ombination adje tive{noun surrounded by
other part-of-spee h labels is a noun phrase. Stru tural ambiguity | what modi es what |
may o ur during analysis. For instan e, every noun phrase with three or more words, two or
more of whi h are nouns, is a potential sour e of stru tural ambiguity. To disambiguate su h
stru tures, statisti al methods an be applied. In the ase of noun phrases, rst, frequen y
information is olle ted from the orpus for all two-word noun phrases. Then all three-word
noun phrases are disambiguated by assigning to them the most probable stru ture based on
the frequen ies of two-word noun phrases. Gradually this an be applied up to n-word noun
phrases based on the frequen ies of all previously disambiguated k-word noun phrases (k < n).
Left-dependen e may be assigned where not enough frequen y information is available, sin e it
is the most probable modi ation stru ture in the English noun phrase. A similar statisti al
approa h an be developed to resolve the prepositional phrase atta hment problem, guided by
sub ategorization information about nouns and verbs.
The next step, synta ti al normalization, may be in orporated in the parser in a way that
the parser outputs regularized parse tree representations (e.g., phrase frames). As soon as
the olle tion of do uments is translated to a phrase frame representation, phrase frames an
be weighted a ording to their frequen y hara teristi s and stru ture.
A similar pro edure to the above indexing steps an be followed to turn a natural language
query into a phrase frame representation, allowing the mat hing of queries to do uments. The
indexing pro edure just des ribed an repla e the indexing part of a onventional retrieval
system ar hite ture. There is no obvious need why radi al ar hite tural hanges should be
made. Inverted les, ve tor spa e, and probabilisti retrieval models are still suitable and
may be adapted to work with linguisti ally-motivated indexing terms. What really hanges is
the way that indexing terms are extra ted from do uments and how these are mat hed. The
urrent ineÆ ien ies and ine e tiveness of NLP te hniques an be treated for the time being
by su h statisti al solutions as the ( rude) ones des ribed above. Fortunately, the explosion
in omputational power that be omes available daily, ombined with the e orts put into
NLP issues from the ( omputational) linguists' side, suggests that the use of linguisti ally
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motivated retrieval systems in everyday pra ti e is merely a matter of time.

8

Con lusions

The bag-of-words paradigm has dominated ommer ially available information retrieval systems for about three de ades. The main reasons for the enduran e of su h systems based
on su h simple assumptions as the naive keyword retrieval hypothesis are rst, that they
are relatively easy and simple to implement (it takes a third-year omputer s ien e student
with the knowledge of a programming language, an IR textbook, and some days' time), and
se ond and most important, that these systems have presented until re ently a satisfa tory
e e tiveness in sear hing olle tions in the lass of megabytes.
The digital and networking revolution has made available data in the lass of gigabytes,
exposing the inadequate nature of keyword-based systems. The sear hing for information has
be ome a laborious task for a user who presently has to perform her or his own sele tion over
the \dirty" output of a World Wide Web sear h engine, for example. As a onsequen e, many
resear hers have aimed at higher levels of natural language utilization in IR, assuming that
better \understanding" the information need as well as the information residing in a database
is the key for improving retrieval e e tiveness.
The attempts made to break out of the bag-of-words paradigm by employing NLP and
other linguisti resour es have until now presented in onsistent or at least dubious results,
however. One explanation of why NLP has not had more su esses in IR is that it does not
go far enough. First, the urrently available NLP te hniques su er from la k of a ura y and
eÆ ien y, and se ond, there are doubts if synta ti stru ture is a good substitute for semanti
ontent. The eviden e so far suggests further investigation and better modeling.
In this arti le, we have reviewed some of the most important resear h in the eld, and
dis ussed a general model for a linguisti ally motivated retrieval system. We believe that a
retrieval s hema based on the phrase retrieval hypothesis and in orporating linguisti normalization has more potential in improving retrieval e e tiveness than keyword-based s hemas.
We have suggested a suitable model and some te hniques, however, whether or not the disussed te hniques work remains un lear and the answer requires more empiri al data.
Considering that better IR means more user satisfa tion, perhaps a more radi al hange in
the fo us of IR is needed. Maybe the future of IR is not to provide better ranking of retrieved
do uments but to supply the very information a user is seeking. A ompa t summary of
retrieval results or a brief answer might be more usable for an average user than a ranked list
of hundreds of do uments. Automati summarization, question answering, and information
extra tion systems require advan ed NLP te hniques, however. Furthermore, the traditional
pre ision- and re all-based retrieval quality metri s may not be able to evaluate the ability
of a system to derive su h information; onsequently other metri s will have to be developed.
Nevertheless, one thing seems ertain for the future: NLP and other linguisti resour es
will be ome | if they are not already be oming | indispensable parts of every e e tive IR
system.
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